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1571 
A solar energy collector system characterized by an 
improved concentrator for directing incident rays of 
solar energy on parallel vacuum-jacketed receivers or 
absorbers including a plurality of individually mounted 
reflector modules of a common asymmetrical triangular 
cross-sectional configuration supported for independent 
reorientation and defining a plurality of asymmetric 
vee-trough concentrators. 
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Since non-tracking, flat-plate collectors do not re- 
quire tracking or tilting, they may be said to represent 
the lowest capital cost per square foot of collector sur- 
face available for conversion of solar energy. However, 
the systems currently marketed for heating water and 
the like do not appear to be cost effective, particularly 
where the systems are relied upon to generate power on 
an bash. ms apparent disadvantage arises out of 
the fact that performance of currently available flat- '' plate collectors tends to be relatively poor at elevated 
temperatures due to excessive heat loss from the ab- 
sorber plates employed. 

Among the various approaches taken in reducing 
radiation losses from absorber plates of flat-plate collec- 

ploy various coatings. It is known that convection 
losses, on the other hand, can be suppressed by using 
honeycomb cells or by providing evacuated chambers 

20 between the absorber plate and the transparent cover 
2. Description of the Prior Art normally provided therefor. Unfortunately, the use of 
currently, substantid quantities of time and funds are honeycomb cells tends to reduce the incoming flux by 

being devoted to a search for sources of energy which absorption and, also, increases the backward conduc- 
can ut&ed to replaw more conventional sources of tion. Moreover, there are potential problems inherent in 
energy, such as fossil fuels. 25 plastic honeycomb materials and, of course, glass hon- 

It has long been recognized that the sun provides a eYcombs are excessively expensive. 
substantially endless sauce of energy. For example, it Reduction of convective losses through a use of evac- 
has long been recognized that a conversion of solar uated chambers requires the use of good seals in order 
energy to other forms of usable energy can be achieved 3o to maintain the required levels of vacuum during the 
simply by converting solar energy to steam which is, of lifetime of the system within which the seals are em- 
course, usable for numerous purposes including the ployed. Such seals are, of course, often difficult to main- 
generation of electrical power. Moreover, systems em- tain. Furthermore, it should be appreciated that for 
ployed in converting solar energy to more useful forms flat-plate collectors of customary dimensions, a trans- 
of energy normally are considered to be simple and 35 parent cover must be supported by suitable members, 
economic to fabricate and maintain. These recognized referred to as pegs, in order to eliminate stress-induced 
advantages have led many investigators toward further cracking resulting from forces occurring due to atmo- 
development of solar energy conversion systems having spheric pressures. These pegs, unfortunately, also tend 
a capability for more readily and economically convert- to increase conduction losses. Furthermore, even 
h solar energy to other usable forms of energy. 40 though plastic covers offer some advantages over glass, 

The future Success of Solar energy COnversion SYS- from a stress standpoint, operational problems such as 
tems is believed by many to be dependent in large mea- scratching, distortion and even melting under static 
sure upon the availability of efficient collector systems, conditions and degassing under v8cuum are encow- 
particularly in environments in which the required tem- tered, 

be tracking solar heat collector systems. Moreover, glass relatively economic to fabricate and operate, and, fi- to metal vacuum seals apparently capable of being em- 
ratios which facilitate mounting of the systems in opera- 50 undesirable degradation, have been employed with 
tive environments, such as on roofs of homes, in which these tube collectors. As a consequence, vacuum tubes the systems are subjected to both mechanical and ther- tend to present a number of advantages over conven- mal stresses of varying degrees of severity. 

NON-"RACKING SOLAR ENERGY COLLECTOR 
SYSTEM 

ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION 
'l'lle invention described herein Was made in the Per- 

of work under a NASA contract and is sub- 
ject to the provisions of Section 305 of the National 
Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, Public Law 85-568 
(72 Stat. 435; 42 USC 2457). 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
1. Field of the Invention 
The invention general1y to non-tracking 

energy systems and more ParticularlY t' a l5 tors operating at temperatures above 100" C is to em- collector system characterized by an improved solar 
energy concentrator having a plurality of indepen- 
dently supported asymmetric reflector modules for 
directing incident beams of solar energy on segments of 
a vacuum-jacketed receiver manged in 

pratura are in ranges extending from aPProximatelY 45 
loo" to 2O0" c. Recently, evacuated tube collectors using borosili- 

cate glass tubes have been suggested for use in non- systems must be 
in performance, require little 

nally, must be characterized by high strength-to-weight ployed over long periods of time, without experiencing 

consequently, numerous attempts have been made to flat-P1ate from both a thermal Perfor- 
how- 

ever, when employed in non-trachg flat-plate systems, 
improve the efficiency in performance of faed collec- 55 mance and a longevity viewpoint* 
tors and/or to reduce the costs thereof, To exemplify, 
concentrators including mirror boosters have been used the economics costs of vacuum tubes are substantially 
with degrees of succe8s, similarly, greater than those of conventional flat-plate systems 
tubes and the like have been used as collectors with and thus render the resulting energy excessively expen- 
similar results. Unfortunately, the collectors heretofore 60 sive* 
known tend to suffer from undesirable c k a c .  ShCe no existing system has provided a practical 
tehtics. For example, mirror boosters, even vee-trough solution to the problem of providing for satisfactory 
reflectors, previously employed, all require tracking Cost effectiveness in systems capable of converting solar 
and/or collector tilt adjustments in order to accommo- energy to more usable energy forms, in practical quanti- 
date diurnal and seasonal changes in the relative posi- 65 ties, there currently exists a need for a non-tracking 
tions of the sun. Thus the mass and complexity of solar energy system which is simple and economic to 
known systems tend to render the use thereof undesir- fabricate, substantially effxient in operation and charac- 
able from an economic standpoint. terized by low initial and operational costs. 
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4 
weight ratio as well as to be efficient in its collection 
and conversion of solar energy. 

The system 10 includes a vee-trough energy concen- 
OBJECTS AND SUMMARY OF THE 

INVENTION 
It is an object of the instant invention to provide an trator comprising a plurality of i nd ivkd  modules 12 of 

improved solar energy collector system which over- 5 a common asymmetric triangular cross-sectional con- 
comes the aforementioned difficulties and disadvan- figuration arranged in similarly ordered spaced parallel- 
tages. ism. In practice, the modules 12 are formed from a 

it is another object to provide in a solar energy collec- lightweight material, such as aluminum and the like, 
tor system a non-tracking, non-tilting solar energy con- utilizing conventional fabricating techniques fully un- 
centrator having year-round operational capabilities. 10 derstood by those familiar with the sheet metal indus- 

It is another object to provide in a non-tracking solar try. Due to the triangular configuration of the modules, 
energy collector system having a capability for convert- each is characterized by an exceptionally good 
ing low-cost liquids to vapors at relatively low costs. strength-to-weight ratio. Thus the system is particularly 

It is another object to provide in a lightweight, rela- adapted for use on rooftops of homes and the like. 
tively efficient non-tracking, non-tilting solar energy 15 Each of the modules 12 is supported by an angulated 
collector system an energy concentrator having both bracket 14, preferably formed of a strap stock material, 
diurnal and annual operational capabilities and charac- and is provided with side plates, not designated, having 
terized by low economic costs. a pair of intersecting reflecting surfaces, designated 16 

These and other objects and advantages are achieved and 18. The side plates are interconnected by a base 
through the use of a solar energy concentrator having a 20 plate 20 located in a plane paralleling the plane of the 
plurality of individually reversible reflector modules, of system. While the reflecting surfaces 16 and 18, as 
a common asymmetrical triangular cross-sectional con- shown, comprise highly polished metallic surfaces, it is 
figuration, dispersed in a uniform array and character- to be understood that, where desired, these surfaces are 
ized by adjacent reflector surfaces disposed in inclined formed through a use of reflectors comprising sheets of 
planes converging beneath the plane of a coplanar array 25 reflective Mylar bonded to said side plates and the like. 
of permanently mounted juxtaposed segments of a It is important to appreciate that since the modules 12 
vacuum-jacketed absorber configured to conduct a are of asymmetrical configurations, the included angles 
fluid, such as water or the like, along a serpentine path defined between the planes of the reflecting surfaces 16 
between the reflector surfaces of the modules. and 18 of adjacent modules 12, hereinafter referred to as 

30 aperture angles, are not symmetric with respect to 
planes normal to the plane of the system 10. As illus- 
trated in FIGS. 3, 5 8  and SB, the apertures defined 
between adjacent modules 12 are tilted with respect to 

DESCRIPT1oN OF THE 
FIG. 1 is a fragmented perspective view of a solar 

energy collector system embodying the principles of 
the instant invention. 

FIG. 2 is a perspective schematic view of a receiver 
array which functions as a solar energy receiver within 
the collector system shown in FIG. 1. 

FIG. 3 is an exploded, partially fragmented perspec- 
tive view of one of a plurality of reflector modules 
which functions as an energy concentrator within the 
system shown in FIG. 1. 

FIG. 4 is a fragmented perspective view of a solar 
energy receiver. 

FIGS. SA and 5B are diagrammatic views which 
illustrate, collectively, the solar aspect for successive 
seasons of an annual cycle. 

FIG. 6 is a graphic view depicting a series of different 
aspect angles for adjacent reflector surfaces for the 
modules of the system shown in FIG. 1. 

FIG. 7 is a graphic view illustrating the overall effec- 
tiveness, in terms of concentration factors, for different 
slope angles during various seasons. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

Referring now to the drawings with more particular- 
ity, wherein like reference characters designate like or 
corresponding parts throughout the several views, 
there is illustrated in FIG. 1 a non-tracking, non-tilting 
solar energy collector system, generally designated 10, 
which embodies the principles of the instant invention. 

The system 10 is of lightweight contruction and is 
particularly suited for use when mounted on rooftops of 
buildings and the like. When so employed, the system is 
tilted tolatitude indicated by the angle-L in FIGS. 1 and 65 
6. It is important to appreciate that since the system 10 
is particularly suited for use atop roofs and the like, it is 
desirable that the system possess a good strength-to- 

45 

50 
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60 

the plane of the systems. In order to facilitate redrienta- 
35 tion of the modules 12 for varying the magnitude of the 

tilt of the aperture angles, each module is mounted on a 
pair of mutual brackets 14 utilizing screws 22 extended 
through coaxially aligned apertures formed in the 
brackets and the base plate 20. Wing nuts 24 are used for 

40 securing the screws 22 in place. Simply by loosening the 
nuts 24; manually, removal and remounting of each of 
the modules 12 is facilitated. Thus the tilt of the aper- 
ture angles is selectively changed. 

It should be understood further that the modules 12 
are of a substantially common configuration and that 
they are uniformly interspersed between a plurality of 
interconnected parallel segments, designated 26, of a 
vacuum tube receiver, generally designated 28. Each of 
the segments 26, preferably, comprises an evacuated 
borosilicate glass tube collector, of known design, sup- 
ported at its opposite ends by a pair of brackets 30. 
Hence, the receiver 28 functions as a segmented solar 
energy collector which receives rays of solar energy 
concentrated by the vee-trough concentrator. 

The plane in which the sun's apparent motion occurs 
is perpendicular to the plane of the system 10 at the 
equinoxes. The tilt of the plane is less, of course, than 
90" for winter months but more than 90" for summer 
months. Early morning and late afternoon positions of 
the sun vary from the noon position of the sun to such 
an extent that a single symmetrical vee-trough reflector 
is not capable of maintaining a useful concentration 
factor for year-round operation, unless the tilt of the 
plane of the system is adjusted at least twice a year. 

However, by individually mounting the modules 12, 
which form asymmetrical vee-trough reflectors, so that 
the axes of the vee-troughs lie in east-west directions, 
the need for tilt change for the system 10 with respect to 
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OPERATION 
It is believed that in view of the foregoing descrip- 

tion, the operation of the device is readily understood, 

The system 80 of the instant invention Preferably is 
mounted atop a roof, or similar planar surface, with the 
conduit 1 being COWt?cted between a source Of fluid. 
The Plane of the system BO is tilted at an angle equal to 

latitude is eliminated because orientation of the modules 
12 can be reversed for thus changing the tilt of the 
aperture of the vee-trough reflectors. 

The geometric concentration ratio, which can be 
defined as the area of the aperture defined at the open- 5 however, it Will be briefly reviewed at this point. 
ing of the aperture angles, between the tops ofthe mod- 
des  12, to the area of the bottom openings of the aper- 
ture angles, i,e. the openings defined between the bot- 
t o m  of the modules, is constant. The actual concentra- 
tion factor is the ratio of the concentrated solar radia- lo 

the flux at its aperture. Ifthe aperture angle is 

Ls the latitude Of the system* 
tion intensity at the bottom opening of a vee-trough to 

size, the year-round average concentration factor is 
affected' as 

The IIlodules 12 are, of disposed in an east- 

be&- 

aperture an- 15 12 are so arranged that the planes of the reflecting sur- 

in west orientation and interspersed uniformly between 

ning March 21 and ending September 21, the modules 

faces facing north define with the plane of the system an 
included acute angle substantially greater than the acute 
angle by the plane of the opposite reflecting 
surfaces and the plane of the system, FIG. JB. Thus the 

the 2Q Of the conduit 28. For the 
in 7* 

gles tend to yield higher peak intensities during summer 
and winter, whereas larger aperture angles result in a 
more uniform year-round concentration factor distribu- 
tion. 

Assuming that the de is the Of latitude for 20 aperture angles are caused to be tilted in a northerly 
direction. Hence, as the sun approaches the Tropic of locality, the effect Of the vee-trough reflector for 

different seasons can be though computa- Cancer and returns to the equator, the segments 26 are 
tion or empirically, as desired. For example, assume that to mam diurnal me orientations 
the plates for surfaces 16 and 18 are SO hAined as to of the modules 12 are reversed at the fall equinox, in 

at 25 order to reverse the tilt of the aperture angles, so that as 
60" and a second included angle, designated angle b, at the sun approaches the Tropic of Capricorn and returns 
90'9 raWtivelY, the aperture angle Will be 30" and the to the equator, the segments 26 are exposed to maxi- 
concentration factor will be above 2.0 d h g  the SU- mum diurnal radiation. 
mer and winter, but Poor during the spring and fall In view of the foregoing, it should readily be appar- 
seasons, as depicted in FIG. 7. Assuming angles u and b 30 ent that the system of the instant invention provides a 
to be 65" and 85", respectively, the aperture angle is still practical, lightweight, effcient, simple and inexpensive 
30", but the swing of the concentration factor is reduced system, having a capability of generating steam and the 
throughout the year. like, which tends to reduce costs for converting solar 

Although the concentration factor is not as good energy to more useful forms. 
during the winter as in the summer, when angles a and 35 Although the invention has been herein shown and 
b are 65" and 85", it is somewhat better in the spring and described in what is conceived to be the most practical 
fall than that achieved using angles of 60" and 90". and preferred embodiment, it is recognized that depar- 
Going one step further, it is noted that where the angles tures may be made therefrom within the scope of the 
are 70" and 80", the concentration factor is particularly invention, Which is not to be limited to the illustrative 
good during the spring and fall but very poor during 40 details disclosed. 
winter and summer. 

Therefore, it can be appreciated that compromise and 
trade-off can and should be utilized in dete.g the 
angles for the plates of the reflecting surfaces 16 and 18. 

gles for the planes of the reflecting surfaces 16 and 18 
will be varied as the angle of latitude for various 
locations. 

the equinoxes to establish seasonal relationships for the 
angles indicated as follows: 

parch 21 through Sept. 21) 

a first 

What is claimed is: 
1. In a non-trachg Solar energy collector system 

characterized by a vacuum-jacketed receiver including 
a plurality Of uniformly spaced segments arranged in 

pentine path, the improvement 
Moreover, it is to be understood that the optimum an- 45 coplanar Paallelism for conducting fluid along a ser- 

an energy concentrator for directing incident rays of 
solar energy on the segments of the conduit includ- 
h g  a plurality of individually mounted, elongated, 
uniformly dimensioned reflector modules of a com- 
mon asymmetrical triangular cross-sectional con- 
figuration dispersed in a uniform array and charac- 
terized by adjacent reflector surfaces disposed in 
inclined planes sequentially intersecting above and 

Angle a Angle b Angle a Angle b 55 beneath the plane of the segments of the conduit, 
60 90 90 60 each reflector module of the plurality being ori- 
65 85 85 65 ented in east-west alignment and characterized by a 

pair of reflector surfaces oppositely inclined in 
north-south directions at mutually distinct angles 
of inclination relative to the planes of the segments 
of the conduit for thus defining between adjacent 
pairs of modules apertures uniformly tilted in 
north-south directions; and 

means for V&g the tilt of the apertures including 
means for facilitating a reversal of the angle of 
inclination at which said reflector surfaces are 
tilted in north-south directions. 

It is recommended that the modules 12 be reversed on 5o 

(Sept. 21 through March 21) 

70 80 80 70 

The segments 26 of the vacuum tube receiver 28 are 60 
fitted into receivers, not designated, located at the bot- 
tom openings of the vee-trough reflectors in order to 
best utilize the concentrated flux. The performance of 
the vacuum-jacketed collector has been analytically and 
experimentally examined and peak collection effcien- 65 
cies in the order of 60 percent are reported for tempera- 
tures around 150" to 200" C for solar radiation intensi- 
ties of about 900-1000W/m2~ + + * * *  


